
   

Reading Notes  

This is an example of a reading strategy that uses a notebook, divides the page into three columns, and asks three 
questions: 

What does it say? What does it mean? 
How can this be analyzed?   
Be critical. Make connections. 

Students are not prepared for college 
readings.  They get confused and 
don’t know how to use highlighters 
appropriately. 

Faculty need to learn how to help 
their students.  They should spend 
some time doing this. 

Faculty not only must publish and 
teach, but they must learn how to 
help students improve their skills. 

10 things frustrate readers of 
academic texts when they spend time 
and don’t get anything out of the 
reading. 

Students don’t understand deep 
academic writings.  Normal students 
with basic literacy skills need 
instruction. 

Are all students that way?  What can 
be done?  Will it work for everyone? 

Expert reader: reads slowly and re-
reads.  Writes short encapsulating 
statements in the margins.  Interacts 
with the text. 

Expert readers take their time, so 
they understand.  They consider first 
read as a rough read and subsequent 
ones as revisions of first rough draft. 

How can you become an expert 
reader when there are so many time 
constraints? When do the ah-hah 
moments occur?   

Students think expert readers are 
speed readers.  Expect teachers to 
explain it if they don’t understand it 
the first time. 

Students develop strategies to coax 
teachers into giving the summaries = 
lecturing.  Faculty say students are 
poor readers so they revert to 
lectures 

I’m thinking, by the tone of the text, 
that ah-hah moments occur in second 
and third readings.  When will 
students become expert readers if 
they get the text’s substance in 
lectures? 

A reader’s purpose causes his/her 
strategy to change.  We need to help 
student know when to read fast and 
when to read slow.  For gist = skim.  
For inference and detail = slow. 

Some readers don’t vary their 
reading speed.  Teachers should 
indicate the purpose and strategies 
for the readings. 

How can this be done?  When you 
write, do you vary the speed at which 
you write?  Why? 

Students don’t structure texts and 
identify sections. 

Some parts of the text are more 
important than others = there’s a 
hierarchy. 

How much practice does it take to 
recognize the structural parts of a 
text? 

Students don’t like to assimilate new 
and strange ideas into familiar terms/ 
concepts. 

Teachers are challenged to challenge 
their students. 

Is it always good to derail a students’ 
cognitive egocentrism? 



  

What does it say? What does it mean? 
How can this be analyzed?   
Be critical. Make connections. 

It is difficult for students to envision 
an author in the original context for 
an important reason.  They do not 
grasp the political biases of 
magazines and newspapers. 

Students take things for granted and 
are typically less critical of texts.  
They do not think of a text’s 
context.  [They do not have active 
imaginations, since TV and movies 
have supplanted their imaginations.] 

Do we believe everything we read?  
How are student papers written 
differently from local/ national 
papers?  What can be done to lessen 
student apathy? 

Readers often don’t realize that a 
text is seeking to change their view 
on something 

Writers come to life when someone 
reads their work.  It’s as if the 
readers are have a one-on-one 
discussion with the author. 

Most texts have an argument.  What 
points do you make when you 
write?  Do you support your claims? 

Many do not catch the author’s 
allusions—they aren’t culturally 
literate. 

Kids don’t know history and art like 
they should. 

How important is cultural literacy?  
What can be done to gain cultural 
literacy? 

Vocabulary hinders many, but they 
often miss irony/ humor and words 
that have changed in their meaning. 

Give strategies to help. Why don’t you look up more 
vocabulary words? 

Syntax confounds students. Students rely on simple sentence 
structures/syntax. 

Students haven’t been challenged. 

Students neglect to adjust their 
strategies to genres. 

They may be wasting time on 
inconsequential stuff. 

How do teachers exemplify 
efficiency?  Is efficiency always the 
best?  Determining which parts of a 
reading deserve the most attention 
could be useful in helping students 
prepare analytical skills for essays 
on tests and test questions. 

Nurture reading growth. Act.  Be thoughtful. 

Discuss your reading strategies with 
students.  Show them your notes. 

Revealing your methods can be an 
eye opener for students who may 
really believe in osmosis-like skills 
that others possess. 

How do students grow from this 
exercise? 

Reading will not be the main focus 
or interest of many teachers, but it is 
important for them in their careers 
and for students’ careers in the 
future. 

Small ideas and suggestions may 
prove to be invaluable for teacher 
and student alike.   

Do teachers often assess their own 
learning skills?  Do they share these 
ideas with their students?  What 
small things do teachers and 
researchers do that make a big 
difference in their work? 
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